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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Advertiser Perceptions Unveils New Study Revealing 

Growth Opportunities for Digital Video Advertising  

  

NEW YORK – July 30, 2012 – Advertiser Perceptions, the leader in research-based advertiser insight, 

unveiled its most recent advertiser research to an exclusive group of notable media and agency 

executives who had gathered to discuss the study’s results. 

 

The Video Advertising Convergence (VAC) study reveals significant optimism and momentum for digital 

video advertising.  In fact, sixty-nine percent of marketers and agencies anticipate increasing their spend 

on digital video advertising in the next 12 months.  This far exceeds the growth in spending on digital 

search, digital display and television advertising.  Much of this momentum is the result of marketers and 

agencies seeking opportunities to use their video creative across both television and digital media 

platforms.    

 

According to Kris Magel, EVP, Director National Broadcast at Initiative, “During the recent Upfront, we 

worked hard with our digital leaders at Initiative to combine digital and television purchasing, it’s good for 

the marketplace, it’s good for advertisers. We are advising our clients on a holistic approach to video and 

they want to know more about what's available … media brands need to build combined digital / 

television packages that show the advantages of annual commitments – with significant flexibility and 

research that proves its value.” 

 

According to the VAC Study, advertisers are getting money to fund these digital campaigns from three 

sources: 

 Increasing budget – Digital video (DV) ad budgets are benefitting form the reallocation of 

funds from other budgets, much of it coming from traditional advertising (e.g. print and 

billboards).  



 A shift from Banners to DV - Similarly, advertisers are moving dollars previously earmarked for 

banners or digital non-video display toward DV. 

 Migration from Television - Broadcast and cable TV dollars are being reallocated to DV.  

 

The study also reveals the different ways television buyers and digital ad buyers perceive digital video ads. 

TV buyers view DV as an extension of their traditional TV ad plans, extending the reach of the TV ad 

campaign, as well as more precise targeting.   

 

"Coming out of the various newfront presentations, marketers and their agencies are rethinking the one-

size fits all creative approach.” says Michael Turcotte, SVP, Digital Activation at Zenith, “They must now 

balance production budgets with the multiple different ways to deploy video and take advantage of the 

medium's benefits.  While the "TV" is still the dominant screen, the other screens offer a level of 

engagement and targeting that help drive up ROI.  Marketers must seek ways to deploy both, efficiently." 

 

 “Advertiser Perceptions has uncovered the attitudes and opinions of TV and digital video advertising 

buyers – their opinions, attitudes, preferences, obstacles, and plans for DV, says Randy Cohen, President 

of Advertiser Perceptions. “The study confirms a growing consensus that the convergence of TV 

advertising and DV advertising has reached a tipping point. There’s obvious momentum in this segment 

and we believe this convergence will accelerate as the metrics and research begin to synch up more 

tightly. For stakeholders who are interested or engaged in the biggest growth area in advertising today, 

these opinions from the crowd that matters most will be very valuable by either illuminating or 

confirming what’s going on in the market and provide a roadmap for where the market is headed.”  

 

Multiple Viewing Platforms, Scale, and Streamlined Buys 

 

In addition, only large-scale delivery channels – such as Hulu, YouTube, and the ‘TV.coms’– have sufficient 

scale to support large buys.   The study uncovered a significant disconnect between DV and TV:  Who 

owns the budget? Depending on the client and/or agency, the answer varies.  

 

“Our belief is that as consumer video consumption behavior changes, we need to change as well,” says 

Yolanda Lam, SVP, Digital Group Client Director at MediaVest USA, “And marketers are looking for 

agencies to guide them through these changes. They have been extremely receptive to advice on moving 

digital video to multiple platforms – be it a desktop, a tablet or an iPad.” 
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About Advertiser Perceptions 

Advertiser Perceptions is the leader in providing the media industry with research-based, advertiser 

insight and guidance necessary for strengthening brands and improving advertiser satisfaction. We 

specialize in determining, analyzing and communicating what advertisers think - their plans, opinions and 

motivations.  

 

Our proprietary database of media decision makers is one of the largest in the world. The advertiser 

survey and questionnaire development process that we employ ensures optimal response. Focus and 

media industry expertise enables us to effectively analyze and accurately interpret the research that we 

conduct on behalf of our clients, who represent many of the largest international media companies. 

  

Website:  www.advertiserperceptions.com 

  

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/#!/AdPerceptions/ 

  

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/advertiser-perceptions 
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